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 Originally on: Sega Genesis (1993)
 Also known as: Disney's Aladdin
 Works on: PC, Windows
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One of the greatest games of the 16-bit generation is Aladdin. The version I am talking about today is the one that was released for the Sega Mega Drive/Genesis. While the Super Nintendo version that was made by Capcom was a fine game, most people agree
that the Sega version was where it was at.

Do You Trust Me?

Go on an exotic trip through the lands of Aladdin in this adventurous icon matching game. Pick your favorite character and recover the 120 missing pieces of the magic carpet, collect potions.

The game manages to follow the plot of the movie perfectly. They have made some high-quality stills that tell the story. If you already know the story, you will like how close the game is. If for some strange reason you do not, you can learn all about it here.
During this era, games were not as story-driven as they are now, especially licensed ones. This game though is very faithful to the movie it is based on.

Arcade Game Disney Game Download Game Freeware. Download File aladdin.exe, aladdin.exe (1.7 MB) All Software Windows Mac Palm OS Linux Windows 7 Windows 8 Windows Mobile Windows Phone iOS Android Windows CE Windows Server Pocket PC
BlackBerry Tablets OS/2 Handheld Symbian OpenVMS Unix. Lamp Of Aladdin 2.0 for Mac is free to download from our application library. The actual developer of this Mac application is Fenomen games. Lamp Of Aladdin for Mac lies within Games, more
precisely Puzzle. The bundle identifier for this application is com.BigFishGames.F5586T2L1.

Nice Moves, Street Rat!

It is impossible to talk about Aladdin without talking about the presentation of the game. I would class this as one of the best-looking games the console has to offer. Actual Disney animators were heavily involved with this game and it shows. The animation is
some of the best you will ever see and the graphics are phenomenal. The character models are nice and large and each stage is based on a scene from the movie and has a ton of little background details that bring it to life.

To go along with these amazing visuals is a truly amazing soundtrack. It features some great original tunes, but it is the way the Mega Drive/Genesis brings to life the songs from the movie that really stands out for me. It does feature a tiny bit of voice acting as
well which is “cool” as Aladdin would say.

A Whole New World

The gameplay is just as good as the presentation. This is an action platformer where the goal is to get to the end of each level. Sometimes you get to play an Abu mini game and there is a nice variety of stages. For example, some are more combat-heavy and
others are more platform-based. My favorite stage is the one where you are trying to escape the Cave of Wonders on the Flying Carpet.

Aladdin can use his sword to defeat enemies, but he can also collect apples which he can use as a projectile attack. My only criticism of the gameplay is that this game has the “Virgin” screen snapping. For some reason during this era, games made by Virgin had
this thing where when you turned from left to right the screen would snap. It is not game-breaking and you do get used to it, but it can be annoying.

Sega owners back in the 90s were spoiled for choice when it came to Disney games. Not only is Aladdin one of the best Disney games for the Genesis/Mega Drive. I would also say it is one of the best games on the console in general. It is a fantastic action
platformer and one that I feel everyone needs to play through at least once. It is a fun game to play, it has a lot of variety to the levels and it is gorgeous to look at and sounds just as good too!

Final Score
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Pros:

 It captures the spirit of the movie very well
 The game looks phenomenal
 I loved the soundtrack
 The gameplay is a lot of fun
 I like how large some of the levels are

Cons:

 The screen snapping thing can be annoying
 There is no password or game save so you have to beat it in one sitting
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System Requirements

Processor: PC compatible, P-133

OS: Windows 9x, Windows 2000 Windows XP, Vista, Win 7, Win 8, Win 10.

Game Features:Single game mode

 Legend of Aladdin for Mac OS v.1.02Go on an exotic trip throughout the land of Aladdin in this adventurous icon matching game. Pick your favorite character and recover the 120 missing pieces of the magic carpet, collect potions and trade valueful items
with the shopkeeper in town.

 Lamp Of Aladdin for Mac OS v.1.0Finding yourself in a real fairytale is every child’s dream 'â€� a chance to feel the magic, to command the power of nature or to perform heroic deeds… Now, with Lamp of Aladdin, you too can catch a glimpse of a world
where dreams ...

 Aladdin StuffIt InstallerMaker v.8.0.28Give your software a solid beginning. InstallerMaker gives you all the tools you need to install, uninstall, resource-compress or update your software in one complete, easy-to-use package. Whether youre a developer of
high-end, complex applications, ...

 24U SimpleHASP Plug-In v.1.024U SimpleHASP Plug-In allows you to protect your FileMaker Pro solutions by using Aladdin HASP HL keys. With this plug-in, you will be able to encrypt and decrypt data, read or write to the memory of the key, and get
information about the key. Main ...

https://shopify-pdf.go-to-app.com/what-is-flv-player-for-mac.html#OaTS=AFJOFFZTUFJSTAdRA1VQVgpQUgseUFUAXABQXBhXAA8BSFwJQltVWFFdGAJcF05cB1tJAgMAFVEUF1xfQUUSCk9SFEoEGwsHAggfUB9XSVQIFTBgHkJRDkgNX0sdVw5PEAwVB0VFF1RfVB9IRwAdRRUdVlIXAlgy
https://shopify-pdf.go-to-app.com/what-is-flv-player-for-mac.html#OaTS=AFJOFFZTUFJSTAdRA1VQVgpQUgseUFUAXABQXBhXAA8BSFwJQltVWFFdGAJcF05cB1tJAgMAFVEUF1xfQUUSCk9SFEoEGwsHAggfUB9XSVQIFTBgHkJRDkgNX0sdVw5PEAwVB0VFF1RfVB9IRwAdRRUdVlIXAlgy


 InstallerMaker v.8.0.15InstallerMaker, the complete installation and data distributionstandard, provides the best solution for developers to createcomplex, professional installers in less time than competingproducts. Aladdin Systems products are the
industry standard ...

 OpenSC v.0.13.0The OpenSC project allows the use of PKCS #15 compatible SmartCards and other cryptographic tokens (e.g. the Aladdin eToken) in UNIX compatible operating systems. OpenSC can use PC/SC Lite or CT-API as its reader ...
 Make Bundle v.2.0.1MakeBundle is a small application designed to simplify the process of creating bundled applications, libraries, or plugins from the Metrowerks CodeWarrior programming environment. Although CodeWarrior has the required support for

creating bundles, ...
 Cradle Of Persia for Mac OS v.1.07With Cradle of Persia you’ll travel through 7 historical epochs. As you precede the game more unique and original bonuses will be available for you. Unlock the wonders of Persepolis and become Caliph of Persia in this

highly addictive puzzle ...
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